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What is the direct approach
70000 MileTread GuaranteeEcopia EP422 PlusAll Season - TouringSize: 205/60R16Where price? Affordable (Last Verified 10/5/20) Bridgestone Ecopia EP422 Plus is an all-season eco-friendly tire that is designed to maximize gas mileage. They work well in most driving conditions, including wet and dry. Ecopia EP422 Plus tires offer a
circular groove pattern that helps in reducing hydroplaning. The 205/60R16 Bridgestone Ecopia EP422 Plus has a diameter of 25.7, a width of 8.2, mounted on a 16-inch rim and has 812 revolutions per mile. It weighs 20 pounds, has a maximum load of 1,356 pounds, a maximum air pressure of 44 psi, a tread depth of 10/32 and must be
used on a rim width of 5.5-7.5. See all Ecopia EP422 Plus Tire Sizes Write ReviewCelsiusAvg. $113.00$40 REBATEKinergy PTAvg. $97.00Touranza EL400-02Avg. $156.00Altimax RT43Avg. $98.00Optim H724Avg. $74.99See All 205/60R16 Touring all season tires ⇨ Tires in size Select Acura Alfa Romeo American Motors Aston Martin
BMW BMW Cadillac Chevrolet Cadillac Chevrolet Datsun Dodge Ferrari Ferrari Fiat Ford Genesis GMC Honda Honda Hummer Hyundai Mini MG Mitsubishi Nissan Oldsmobile Plymouth Pontiac Porsche Ram Rolls Royce Saab Saleen Saturn Scion Smart Subaru Suzuki Tesla Toyota Volvo Select of the Year Select Model Select Option
Optimized for Fuel Efficiency 70,000 Miles Limited Guarantee Tread Seasonal Performance Confident Handling and Comfortable Riding SkuN895750-99BrandBridgestoneModelEize205/60R16Load Index92Speed RatingHLoad RangeSLTypePassengerPerformanceTouringSeasonAll SeasonRun FlatNoUT G540AASidewallWALLBSW:
Black Side WallTread Depth10/32Yearn/ASection Width205Aspect Ratio 60Pri0Ma diameter16MPN007223UP/10EAN0929712761Treadlife70,000 miles OE MarkingsN/A FEATURES AND BENEFITSAll weather tractionFuel effective tirePrecise steering responsiveness The troublemaker's enduring treadPuncture resistance Caused by
the road noise levelviewViewTheStone Bridge Ecopia EP422 Plus is touring the entire season of tires manufactured for passenger cars. Bridgestone offers a 70,000 mile warranty with this model. Bridgestone's Ecopia tires are known for their economical production. They are made using NanoPro technology, which is a special tread
compound that uses less energy to maintain the same tyre performance. The connection reduces the tyre's mobile resistance, which in turn reduces fuel consumption and vehicle CO2 emissions. Tires are economical and environmentally friendly. The entire season tread pattern, with added siping details, offers remarkable all-weather
traction in wet, dry and even winter weather. Easiest The tyre grip is also enhanced with additional edges biting extra extra Provide. The tires are resistant to hydroplaning, as the district protector grooves help to disperse the water from under the trail. The performance of the bus is also the first bet. Its flat footprint and maximum road
contact area ensure that its steering reacts quickly and accurately. Tires react quickly to the driver's commands and perform at will. With good steering speed, the tire also provides good feedback on the road, making it safer to use. The reinforced tyre structure also extends the lifespan. The tire resists punctures and other damages such
as chipping, tearing and cracking, as its structure is strengthened. The stronger tyre compound used in the production also prevents irregular wear and causes the tread to wear out evenly. Since the tread is even for the life of the tire, it may be suitable for a longer term. The Ecopia EP422 Plus tread helps eliminate the traffic noise
generated while the tyres are moving. The traffic noise heard in the vehicle's cabin is reduced, making the driving experience more comfortable. text.skipToContent text.skipToNavigation This listing for the new Sheen Bridgestone Ecopia EP422 Plus P205/60R16 91H BSW. Part of the manufacturer's number: 001863. Bridgestone Ecopia
EP422 Plus tires are designed for some of the most popular minivans and sedans to date to provide confident handling, reliable all-season performance, comfortable driving and durability. This tire gives you an extra 20 miles per tank, which turned out to be more economical. Sidewall BSW This describes the look of the sidewall.
Examples include black sidewall, white sidewall, and white letters. The Load Index 91 Load Index (LI) is a 2 or 3-digit number that corrodes the maximum amount of weight a tyre can carry. For example, a tyre with a load index of 87 indicates that a tyre can carry a maximum load of 1,201 pounds. In our example, 87 determines the ability
of tires to carry a maximum of 1,201 pounds. Thus, 4 tires will carry a maximum of 4,804 pounds. Contact the vehicle owner's guide for the recommended minimim load index. It is not recommended to install tyres with a lower load index. By doing so, it can cause your tires to be overloaded, thus potentially causing an outlier. ... Read more
about the smaller H Speed Ratings (SR) speed rating based on laboratory tests and indicates the maximum speed a bus can achieve. These tests are based on limited time tests. Higher tyre scores tend to provide better processing opportunities, but can often lead to lower mileage. Contact the vehicle owner's guide for the recommended
minimum rating It is not recommended to install a tyre at a lower speed, as it may affect the handling of your car. It is important to note that speed ratings apply only to tyres that have not been damaged, modified, modified, In addition, most tire manufacturers claim that a tire that has been reduced or punctured no longer retains the tyre
manufacturer's initial speed rating, even after repairs, because the tire manufacturer cannot control the quality of the repair. ... Read more for the smaller Ply Ranking not available Ply Rating is associated with maximum payload capacity. This value can be determined by a letter or number. The higher the number/letter, the higher the
payload. BEFORE helping consumers evaluate their tires, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has created the Unified Tire Classification System (UT-G). UT'G tariff tyres are estimated for tread wear, traction performance and temperature stability. The variety for each can be found on the side of your tire
(except for winter tires and some light truck tires). Click here for more information. ... Read more less Max Single Load (lbs) 1356 Maximum load this bus will support. Be sure to multiply that number by the number of tires installed on your car to get the maximum payload capacity. This number is directly related to the load index. Max
Single Air Pressure (PSI) 44 Maximum air pressure this tire will maintain. This does not mean the amount of air pressure your tires should have at all times. Consult with your owner's guide to determine the best air pressure you should use for your car. Tread depth 10.0 Number of tread on the bus. Once the tire is worn down to 2/32nds, it
is considered fully used and should be replaced at the time. Most tires will have tire indicators in the tire grooves to help you determine when the tires are worn out up to 2/32nds. Tread Design Nondirectional Nondirectional is the most common, the same tread pattern inside and outside the bus. You can rotate on all four corners of the
vehicle. Asymmetrical - The tread pattern is different from the inside of the tire, and must be fitted properly. You can rotate on all four corners of the vehicle. Directed tires - roll only in one direction, must be installed properly. Once installed, they must remain on the same side of the vehicle and only turn in front of the rear. ... Read more
less Rim Width Range 5.5-7.5 Approved wheel rim width range this tire will support. The measured width of the ring is not available the recommended width of the wheel, as recommended by the tire manufacturer, to get the best wear us performance for this tire. Section Width 8.23 Measuring from the sidewall to the sidewall. The width of
the tread is 6.4 Measurement from one side of the tread to the other side of the tread. The total diameter is 25.7 The height of the tire at full inflating. Manufacturer Part 001863 Manufacturer Part Number (SKU) Delivery rates and estimated delivery times are available on tires after postcode delivery installation. Tire ship through FedEx
Ground and shipping time good score, though not an exact number of travel days. Tires are delivered from Monday to Saturday. FedEx does not select orders on weekends or certain holidays. Once the tyres are picked up, the travel time estimate begins. If you place an order on a Friday afternoon, or on weekends, your tire it won't be
delivered until next week. Currently, we only offer FedEx Ground, accelerated delivery is not available. Depending on when you place the order, there may be one, perhaps two days processing time. The timing of delivery can be affected by weather events across the country. You can choose from 3 delivery options: 1. Your tyres can be
delivered directly to your payment address. 2. Your tyres can be delivered to an alternative address. In this case, please provide the address of the delivery and the person authorized to receive the tires on your behalf. 3. Tires can be delivered directly to the tyres of your choice. Please enter the tyre installer's address at Ship To and be
sure to agree on the receipt of your shipment Tires-easy.com. You will receive confirmation of the transaction by email when placing an order. Please keep a printed copy of the order confirmation for your records. We accept American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, PayPal and confirm tire financing. Return/return policy See
general terms and conditions for additional return/return details what is the direct approach to teaching. what is the direct approach to vocabulary learning. what is the direct approach in writing. what is the difference between direct and indirect approach. what is another term for the direct approach. what is the direct instruction approach.
what is the approach of direct method. what is the direct cost approach
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